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S2 Design and Manufacture



*Course Content

*Sketching – 2D and 3D

*3D Computer modelling using Autodesk Inventor

*Wooden Joint exercise 

*Trowel Project

*Small shelf

* Idea Generation

*Torch Design

*Desktop Architecture

*Scottish Sports Medal

file://snhm02/Staff$/Design and Technology/NVIS/Staff/SUBJECT INFO/1-DESIGN & MANUFACTURE/S2 D&M/Trowel/Trowel Working Drawings.pdf
file://snhm02/Staff$/Design and Technology/NVIS/Staff/SUBJECT INFO/1-DESIGN & MANUFACTURE/S2 D&M/Torch Project/Torch Project Tasks.pdf


*Resources Provided

*All necessary stationery equipment

*Computers with 3D modelling software

*Modelling materials such as Card and Foam

*Project materials in wood, plastic and metal

*Laser cutter to enhance project work

*Modern Design Studios and Workshops

*GLOW

*Course Textbooks by Leckie & Leckie

*3D Printer

file://snhm02/Staff$/Design and Technology/NVIS/Staff/SUBJECT INFO/1-DESIGN & MANUFACTURE/S3-4 N4&5/Materials and Manufacture/Modelling in Design and manufacture.pptx


*Timelines

*S2 Timeline

file://snhm02/Staff$/Design and Technology/NVIS/Staff/SUBJECT INFO/Timelines/2015-16/S2 D&M Timeline 2015-16.pdf


*Skills Developed

*How to Analyse a Brief, carry out Research and 

produce 2D and 3D Designs

*How to Annotate their designs

*Produce 3D computer models

*Read and Interpret Working drawings

*Measure and Mark-out and use various Hand

Tools to produce Wooden Joint Exercises and 

Picture Frame

*Mark-out and use various Hand Tools to produce 

a small Garden Trowel in Metal.



*Forms of Assessment

*Skills Based, by Response

*Pupil Assessment

*Peer Assessment

*Folio work

*Project work

*Homework

*S3 Class Test

*S4 National Qualifications

*Design 45 marks, Manufacture 55 marks (55%)

Exam 80 marks (45%)



*E’s & O’s

* ICT to enhance learning           Fourth Level

* I can use ICT effectively in different learning contexts across 
the curriculum to access, select and present relevant 
information in a range of tasks. TCH 4-03b

* Craft, design, engineering and graphics contexts for 
developing technological skills and knowledge

* I can confidently apply preparation techniques and processes 
to manufacture items using specialist skills, materials, tools 
and software in my place of learning, at home or in the 
world of work. TCH 4-13a



*Additional Support

*Additional support from PSA’s and co-op 

teachers, as required.


